
MFA ROLLOUT FOR NHSmail
Target audience: Technical / Security 
Stakeholders



MFA | Overview

What are the MFA benefits?

Important links 
See key Support Site articles here

MFA Adoption Toolkit: One stop-
shop for all comms materials 
related to MFA 

Getting started with MFA (All users)

FIDO2 Articles

Enable rollout of new 
additional security 

features

Meet security 
recommendations & 

best practices

Enhance the security 
posture of the 

NHSmail

DRIVERS
The recommendation is that a phased rollout is 
implemented at a local organisation level, based on 
personas identified through User Research.

APPROACH
Local organisations are responsible for driving MFA 
rollout to all NHSmail users.

METHODS

FIDO2
Mobile 

App
Text 

message
Call

What is the recommended timeline to 
deploy MFA?

SUPPORT
To support the rollout all comms materials are reusable, 
scalable and customisable to meet each organisations’ 
needs and are available on the Support Site for download.

Desk-Based 

Roles

Patient-Facing 

& Technical 

Roles

Specific 

Use Cases

1 2 3

https://support.nhs.net/knowledge-base/mfa-adoption-toolkit/
https://support.nhs.net/knowledge-base/getting-started-with-mfa/
https://support.nhs.net/article-categories/admin-guides/


MFA | Readiness checklist

Ensure users are not enabled for legacy authentication protocols 

Segment user base using available guidance to plan phased rollout to staff at your organisation:

Local Admins & NAS

Desk-Based Roles

Patient-Facing & Technical Roles

Specific Use Cases

Set up bulk enablement for target users [Insert link] (Please refer to the MFA Admin Guide for additional guidance on bulk enablement)

If you are considering using FIDO2 for MFA, conduct additional testing using your preferred FIDO2 security token(s) to ensure 

compatibility with devices (for more information please see the FIDO2 Admin Guide)

Download and tailor communications and engagement materials to fit the local organisation contexts and specific needs:

Map available comms channels and create agenda for distribution to target users

Identify and engage with sponsors and facilitators:

Senior buy-in and leadership sponsor - to drive the rollout and stress the importance at an organisation level

Change champions - to support end users in enrolling for and using MFA (e.g. Digital Heroes, MFA champions, transformation 

teams), check the specific comms design for this engagement here

▪ MFA Enablement Presentations 

▪ MFA Engagement Presentations

▪ Teams O365 Cards

▪ Myth-Busting Poster

▪ Countdown Prompts

https://support.nhs.net/knowledge-base/fido2-admin-guide/


MFA | Rollout checklist

Implement a phased rollout, initially targeting users in desk-based roles with low barriers to MFA 

For each rollout phase, provide ongoing support and collate lessons learned to define mitigation actions

Conduct internal organisation kick off to engage all users and distribute comms and engagement materials

Leverage existing channels, forums and networks to clearly communicate timelines, key dates and actions for staff

Continuously engage key stakeholders responsible for delivering the comms to ensure clarity on roles and responsibilities

Ensure prioritisation of MFA rollout in local organisations’ agendas

Conduct drop-in sessions to support users with registering for and using MFA and make sure to record any virtual drop-in 

sessions or webinars to allow staff to revisit these at a more convenient time



Initiate Drive Monitor Initiate Drive Monitor Initiate Drive Monitor

MFA | Rollout timeline

It is recommended that MFA is rolled out in a phased approach to cater to user needs and avoid overwhelming 
support structures

▪ Signpost key stakeholders to MFA 
rollout comms materials

▪ Leverage existing channels, forums 
and networks to disseminate info

▪ Engage key stakeholders
responsible for delivering the comms

▪ Ensure prioritisation of MFA rollout 
in local organisations’ agendas

Sep-2022

▪ A phased rollout should be implemented at a local organisation level, initially targeting users with low 
barriers to MFA 

▪ During the initiate stage, Comms & Engagement targeting users in specific personas should be deployed 
through appropriate channels

▪ In the drive stage, Local Admins should increase efforts to encourage and drive MFA enablement for the 
target users

▪ During the monitor stage, ongoing support should be provided and lessons learned collated to define 
mitigation actions

Preparation
MFA Engagement
Target: Key Stakeholders

Phase 1
MFA Mass Rollout
Target: Desk-Based Roles

Phase 2
MFA Mass Rollout
Target: Patient-Facing & 
Technical Roles

Phase 3
MFA Mass Rollout
Target: Specific Use Cases



MFA | Best practice

All comms materials reflect research into ‘what good looks like to rollout MFA successfully’, leveraging best 
practice recommendations from Microsoft, the CoE and previous NHSmail and industry case studies

Microsoft CoE & NHSmail Case Studies



MFA | What does good look like?

The successful rollout of MFA requires communication of clear steps and calls to action to build awareness, 
ensuring the adoption of MFA is as painless as possible for users

LOW IMPACT ON QUERIES RAISED

Communicate clearly to all users about 
MFA rollout highlighting the actionable 
steps to enrol in MFA and signposting to 
useful links and materials

USER-FRIENDLY LANGUAGE

Pivot technical language to more 
accessible and inclusive content to 
ensure the core message is delivered 
quickly, clearly and effectively 

CONSISTANT COMMUNICATION

Reach out to users consistently across 
different channels to build awareness 

and encourage users to self-enrol in 
MFA as soon as possible

LOW DISRUPTION IN THE OPERATION

Plan the MFA rollout and target dates in 
order to minimise operational 

disruption and ensure sufficient 
capacity to support users 


